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Link to these slides
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What is the Census?



What is the Census?

➔ Once a decade, America comes together to participate in the decennial census, 

creating national awareness of the census and statistics.

➔ This census provides the basis for reapportioning Congressional seats, redistricting, 

and distributing billions of dollars in federal funding to support North Carolina, 

Guilford County, and our community's vital programs!
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Why does the Census matter?



Why do we care about the Census?
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$23.8 Billion
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Federal Funding to North Carolina

Dollars received by NC in FY16 through 55 federal spending programs 
guided by data derived from the 2010 Census.



• Federal Direct 
Student Loans

    $2,334,464,123

• Federal Pell Grant
     $758,900,000

https://gwipp.gwu.edu/sites/g/files/zaxdzs2181/f/downloads/IPP-1819-3%20CountingforDollars_NC.pdf


Who should take the Census?



Who counts?

Every Person Living in the U.S. Regardless of citizenship or 
affiliation. 
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Where can I go to get help with 
the Census?



North Carolina Resources
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How Can Libraries Help?
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Libraries as Census Partners

⬩
⬩
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COVID-19 and the Census



How is COVID-19 a ecting the Census?

⬩
⬩

⬩
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The Census Bureau says it's ready to change its plans 
depending on the situation. Its outreach workers are holding 

meetings over the phone rather than in person. And it's 
prepared to delay sending out census workers later this year 

in outbreak areas. But the main strategy for now is the 
bureau is encouraging every household to fill out a form 

themselves. Do it from home; no contact with other people 
needed. You can do it on my2020census.gov, over the phone 

or mail back a paper form if you get one.”
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COVID-19 & Students Taking the Census

Per the Census Bureau’s residence criteria, in most cases students 
living away from home at school should be counted at school, even if 

they are temporarily elsewhere due to the COVID-19 pandemic."

https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2020/modifying-2020-operations-for-counting-college-students.html
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https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2020/modifying-2020-operations-for-counting-college-students.html


Census QuickFacts Feature
https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/PST045219

https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/fact/table/US/PST045219


Questions?



Contact Us
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CREDITS

⬩
⬩
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http://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template
http://unsplash.com/&utm_source=slidescarnival


PRESENTATION DESIGN

⬩
⬩
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https://www.lexend.com/
https://www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans


SlidesCarnival icons are editable shapes. 

⬩
⬩
⬩
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Find more icons at 

https://www.slidescarnival.com/extra-free-resources-icons-and-maps/?utm_source=template
https://www.slidescarnival.com/extra-free-resources-icons-and-maps/?utm_source=template
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😉
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You can also use any emoji as an icon!

https://twitter.com/googledocs/status/730087240156643328


Free templates for all your presentation needs

Ready to use, 
professional and 

customizable

100% free for personal 
or commercial use

Blow your audience 
away with attractive 

visuals

For PowerPoint and 
Google Slides

https://www.slidescarnival.com/?utm_source=template

